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STOCKED UP ON LENNOX COMMERCIAL HVAC EQUIPMENT
Heatcraft Australia is well stocked on its comprehensive Lennox Commercial HVAC Equipment
range to offer a speedy upgrade or replacement project solution.
The range consists of Lennox US manufactured Rooftop Packaged Units, Lennox European manufactured
Rooftop Packaged Units, as well as NEW Lennox European manufactured Water-Cooled Reverse-Cycle
Packaged Units and Lennox European manufactured Air-Cooled Reverse-Cycle Scroll Chillers.
Two important features remain constant across the range – reliability and efficiency. “We source only
premium, high-efficiency product from our global Lennox portfolio”, commented Heatcraft Segment
Manager, Thanh Ngo.
“The range is well supported from pre-sales to sales fulfilment through to commissioning, with a wide range
of parts available 24/7 through the Heatcraft wholesale network’s national footprint and its ‘24/7 Access to
Parts’ program.”
The Neosys and Ecolean Air-Cooled Scroll Chillers are well established in the Australian market finding
favour across food/industrial process applications and comfort cooling projects alike. The new Lennox
Aqualean Water-Cooled Reverse-Cycle Packaged Units are gaining solid traction by virtue of its 7% higher
energy efficiency and 35% reduced height profile when compared on average with the market leading
comparative model.
When it comes to specification of the Lennox Packaged Rooftop range, Heatcraft have simplified the
process with the Heatcraft smart@ccess HVAC Product Selector online program. Account customers can
easily enter their required capacity and then view the possible units that meet their project needs.
Alternatively, customers can enter an alternate brand unit and the smart@ccess program will return
comparable Lennox equivalent models.
“smart@ccess is one easy way to filter through all the options. Or customers can speak directly with their
local Heatcraft Field Engineer or Account Manager to find the most optimum Lennox solution for their
project. All units are project priced, with special pricing able to be negotiated on a job-by-job basis.”
Contact Heatcraft for more information, by calling 13 23 50.
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About Heatcraft:
Heatcraft Worldwide Refrigeration is the long-standing leader in the world of commercial refrigeration, providing climate-control
solutions to customers in more than 70 countries. Heatcraft has long been known for combining innovative technologies with
precision engineering to design refrigeration systems capable of meeting the demands of the most rigorous operating
environments.
As part of Heatcraft Worldwide Refrigeration, Heatcraft Australia and New Zealand is a leading wholesale distribution business
catering for the refrigeration and air conditioning trades with a distribution network of over 70 wholesale outlets. Through our
partnership with Lawrence & Hanson Electrical we’re expanding our distribution footprint to bring even greater access to a complete
range of HVAC+R and Electrical products. Our exclusive brands include Kirby, Lennox, Gas2Go, InterLINK and Smart@ccess.
Heatcraft is committed to being your HVAC&R Business Partner.
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